Maples (Acer)

Here are just a few which we carry and have found to be popular. Unless they are stressed most Maples will not have shallow roots which create landscape problems. Most are usually free of major pest & disease issues.

**Red Sunset**: This cultivated variety has become the biggest seller of the “red” maples. Upright grower with a mature size reaching apx 50’ tall X 35’ wide. Bright red Fall color.

**October Glory**: Another popular red maple selection with dependable red Fall color. Fast grower, noted for its late Fall color change. Mature size roughly equal to Red Sunset.

**Armstrong**: Upright columnar red maple. Good for tight spaces or close to buildings. 50’-60’ tall X 15’-25’ wide. Shows color in early Fall.

**Autumn Blaze**: Cross between a red and silver maple. Distinguished by its deeply cut leaf. Beautiful red Fall color with fast growth rate. Mature size 50’-60’ tall X 40’ wide.

**Crimson King (Royal Red)**: Unique deep maroon leaves from Spring to Fall. Dense shade and shallow-rooted. Good specimen tree. Mature size: 35’-45’ tall X 25’-35’ wide.

**Sugar Maple**: Beautiful cultivated variety of the native tree often found in the woods. Tolerates shade. Gorgeous orange-yellow Fall color.

**Triflorum (Three Flower)**: Small, rare, shade-tolerant ornamental. Good as a specimen. Prefers roughly the same conditions as Paperbark Maple. Tri-foliate leaf similar to Paperbark Maple. Interesting gray bark exfoliates in long strips. Flowers are inconspicuous. Good orange-red fall color. Clump or Single stem forms.